350kg BIG TED BED
WMR1090BT DEUTSCHER BARIATRIC
FLOORLINE BED
A FOLDABLE 350KG BARIATRIC BED
The WMR1090BT bed is for those clients who require a higher weight capacity bed than is normally available.
This bed is not too large and cumbersome for facilities.
It is an electrically operated 3 function bed (high low, backrest & knee break).
As a floorline bed, it can be can be lowered to 135mm there by increasing safety for clients who are a falls risk, and
then raised to 735mm to give a comfortable height for carers assisting the client.
A generous mattress size of 107 x 203cm is standard (king single sized).
The BT bed is user friendly to operate, store and transport. Its unique design allows it to be easily folded for transport
or storage.
The bed can be operated with either a bed hand set control or the key pad built into the foot tower.
Both back rest and knee bend sections have twin actuators, with the raise and lower actuators designed to handle
heavier loads.
The bed is controled through a heavy duty control box, with a battery back up offered as an optional extra.
Large 125mm (5”) dual castor, hospital grade wheels are fitted. They are easily locked and unlocked by control bars
at each end of the bed. Full width head & foot boards are easily removed without the use of tools.
(Standard colour Red Cherry)
An air mattress pump bracket is fitted to the foot end of the beds as standard.
All Deutscher beds are tested to meet the requirements of ISO 60601-2-52:2010.
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BIG TED BED RANGE

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS

Safe working load: 350kg including client
mattress & accessories

Battery Back up
Bed sticks

Mattress Height range: 135 - 735mm

Self help pole & Bracket

Mattress Platform: Four panel - 1070 x 2030mm

Side Rails 4 bar for 200mm mattress

Total Length of bed: 2360mm

Alternative hand set with CPR button

Width of bed: 1070mm

Under bed lighting

Mass of bed: 115kg
Electrical System: Dewert
Finish: Powder coated – Pearl White
Head & Foot Boards: Full width boards in Red
Cherry are standard
Warranty: 10 years on frame, 4 years on electrics
Wheels: Heavy duty 125mm Dual castor wheels

Twin actuators knee break

Twin actuators back rest

Folded for transport/storage

Easily fits through any door

Foot engaged lock bar

ABOUT DEUTSCHER HEALTHCARE
Deutscher Healthcare is a manufacturing company based in Ballarat, Victoria and has been in continuous operation for
over 110 years. In earlier years, the parent company, HF. Deutscher Pty. Ltd., specialised in farm equipment and later
moved into producing a range of mowers and outdoor power equipment, some of which is still manufactured today. The
company is still owned and operated by the original family.
All products are designed and manufactured to a high quality, using first grade materials to ensure the product you buy
meets Australian standard requirements; is safe, reliable and built to give trouble free service for many years to come.
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